Company profile

An important part of Bainet’s activity is in the audiovisual sector. Karlos Arguiñano en tu cocina (Karlos Arguiñano in your kitchen) and Bricomanía, two classic Spanish TV shows are a great example of Bainet’s style and success. These shows are loved by viewers, sponsors and experts alike. This work is a collaboration of Bainet TV specialist companies: Animedia Productions and Punto TV.

Bainet Television covers all areas needed to develop a variety of TV programmes: format design, production, direction and post production. We currently have several programmes broadcast on various Spanish TV networks. Some of our shows are incontestable leaders in their areas of speciality.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Karlos Arguiñano en tu cocina (Karlos Arguiñano in your kitchen)

A 30-minute daily show featuring a homemade dish. The millions of viewers who have tuned in over the past 20 years show the real appeal of Karlos Arguiñano. He’s obviously not just a great chef, but a great communicator as well. His down-to-earth humor makes him popular across all audiences. Antena 3 - Monday to Friday at 12:15 pm.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

- Bricomanía
- Decogarden
- Hoteles con encanto
- Hoy cocinas tú
- Cocina abierta

Main Activity

- Entertainment

Other Activities

- Feature Films
- Services
Company profile

Baleuko was created in 1993 and since then has produced 12 CGI feature films (1 in stereoscopic), 4 real action films, more than 30 documentaries and many TV programs for broadcasters. At the moment Baleuko is developing a new CGI feature titled Save the tree and a film about the first president of the Basque Country: Aguirre Lehendakaria.

Baleuko is also working on a playbook, an interactive book for kids which will be released before the end of the year.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Blackie & Company (Farm Friends)

This animated TV series is based on the relationships between farm animals. 26 episodes x 11 minutes full of adventures. Blackie & Company (Farm Friends) follows the colorful antics of the animals who live on Liberty Farm, as they talk, sing, dance and play, unbeknownst to their human handlers. The protagonist, Blackie, is a sheep with ambition, who is joined by the other animals that are full of fun and quirks and are all part of the weird and wonderful world of Liberty Farm.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

- Blackie & Kanuto (2013) – CGI and stereoscopic – 82’. Original language: English. Already sold to USA, Canada, Russia, France, Italy, Turkey, the Middle East and Spain.
- The Wish Fish (2012) – CGI – 75’. Original language: English. Dubbed to Spanish and Basque. Already sold to Russia, Brazil, Denmark, USA, Canada (Titled Aqua Tales in North America).

Main Activity

- Animation

Other Activities

- Documentary
- Formats
- TV Movie
- Feature Films
- Entertainment
- Videogames
- Software Solutions

Company: BALEUKO S.L.
Product name: Blackie & Company (Farm Friends)
Address: Askatasun Etorbidea, 23, bajo. 48200 Durango (Basque Country) SPAIN
Phone: +34 672 648 706
Fax: +34 94 466 86 10
Email: naiaragalilea@baleuko.com
Web: www.baleuko.com
Contact Person: Naiara Galilea
Company profile

Our company is dedicated to the development of serialized digital content, and new ways and formats of distribution. To this end, we organize the Bilbao Web Fest and create original online content for VOD platforms.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Bilbao Web Fest III - International Digital Series Festival

Bilbao Web Fest is a pioneering festival that brings together a selection of the best international digital series. The 3rd edition will be held in Bilbao from 24-27 October. The goal is to offer exposure and open a market for producers and creators of digital series, providing the perfect space to purchase high quality content at a low price.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

Apart from organizing cultural and economic activities, we also produce content, and the most awarded web series in Spain, Gifted Corporation, with 20 international awards, as well as other award-winning branded web series, music videos, and short films.

Main Activity

- Digital Series

Other Activities

- Distribution
Company profile

Expressive Media Projects is a distribution company of audiovisual content for the national and international market.

The company’s main focus is on documentary & animation feature films and on TV movies. Expressive has the worldwide exclusive distribution rights to Basque Regional Public TV, Euskal Telebista. Expressive also attends the main international audiovisual markets to acquire high quality production.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Eskamak kentzen (Removing the scales)

When the owner of the I Tre Velieri canning factory announced that the company was on the verge of bankruptcy and planning to shut down, the workers decided to take the plunge, buy the business and run it as a cooperative. This is the starting point of Eskamak Kentzen.

This TV series follows the ups and downs of the brave canning factory workers who show no fear in the face of adversity and who never lose their optimism and strength to keep going.

Main Activity

» Distribution

Other Activities

» Animation
» Distribution
» Documentary
» Serials
» Formats
» TV Movie
» Feature Films
» Entertainment
» Videogames
» Software Solutions
» Others
Company profile

Old Port Films is an audiovisual production company specialized in documentaries. Through our scripts, we tell great stories from around the world. We capture the elegance of the smallest detail thanks to our state-of-the-art equipment and top-notch post-production.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Baskavigin (The Slaying of the Basque Whalers)

The time is right to explore this intrepid adventure of extreme survival, through the eyes of Jón Guðmundsson; the erudite scholar who publicly denounced the death of his Basque friends and the biggest massacre in Iceland’s history through his writings. An accusation he would pay for dearly, by being condemned to exile until his death.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

We are focused on the development of a documentary series (13x26min) titled Sons of Eden, about the relationship between humans and nature, and a documentary feature, Tinku, about the last warriors of the Andes.

Main Activity

➢ Documentary

Other Activities

➢ Serials
➢ Entertainment
Company profile

Pausoka Entertainment is a production company based in San Sebastian. Created 25 years ago, we create and develop our own formats and fiction series. In recent years, we have created formats that have been sold in countries like USA, Canada, France, Germany, China and Peru. At the moment we are developing 2 shows and 1 fiction series for Euskal Telebista, the Basque Regional Public TV.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Let’s go!

Let’s go! is a musical series for young audiences. Combining humor and music, the series tells the adventures of a group of young people who will spend the best summer of their lives in a strict summer camp.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

- Bagoaz – Talent Show
- Let’s Go – Fiction Series
- Show me your body – Reality Show
- Up & Down – Reality Show
- Stars on the street – Talent Show
- My father house – Drama
- The impostor – Reality Show
- Mom vote for me – Talent Show

Main Activity

- Formats

Other Activities

- Fiction Series
- Entertainment
Company profile

PRIME TIME MEDIA S.L. is a recently created company formed out of a merger of 3koma and Irusoin. 3koma is an audiovisual company with more than 20 years of experience producing entertainment shows for TV and creating original formats which have been optioned and produced in more than 20 countries. Irusoin has based its work on television services and feature film production for more than three decades.

Main Production | Project | Programme

Gailurra

30 people will climb to the top of a summit. 30 people, each with a different history, but with a common goal: to reach the summit. The aim for our group of mountaineers will be to ascend the most emblematic summits in the area. It’s not about competing, but to discover the most attractive routes, the most spectacular landscapes, and enjoy nature while in good company. The weather conditions, profiles and folklore of each mountain will add to the beauty of each program. Every summit, every climb, is a journey in itself, a docushow offering endless possibilities. And each hiker’s will be another chapter in the story of each mountain. Unique tales of love, affection, friendship, self-improvement, surprise, and joy.

Other Productions | Projects | Programmes

- Gailur Extrem
- En jake
- Nor bere saltsan
- 200

Main Activity

- Formats

Other Activities

- Documentary
- Entertainment
**Company profile**

We provide a 360° Multiplatform Player Solution for broadcasters, publishers and brands. You can quickly deploy our 360° SDK on any web or mobile platform.

Our 360° player is Streaming & VOD ready and you can insert 360° Dynamic Ad live through our Online Video management software (SaaS). Our SDK is compatible with Web / Web Mobile / iOS / Android / Samsung Gear / DayDream / Unity3D.

**Main Production | Project | Programme**

Winkle 360° Player

360° Multiplatform Player Solution

**Main Activity**

- Software Solutions
Company profile

EIKEN Cluster, is a non-profit, sectorial business association. Its members are firms based in the Basque Country which create and broadcast digital content related with the Creative and Cultural Industries, ICC’s. EIKEN is supported by the Basque Government’s Department of Economic Development and Competitiveness as a part of their Cluster’s Policy. Its members cover the entire digital content sector’s value chain, from creation to distribution and broadcast.

EIKEN was created to be the driving force behind the Basque Audiovisual Sector and promote the competitiveness of its member companies. After 12 years and in light of structural and business model changes in the digital era, EIKEN went through a long process of self-examination to become the Basque Country’s Audiovisual & Digital Content Cluster. This professional benchmark for the digital content industry brings together over 127 companies and other stakeholders that have contributed to the development of the Meta Cluster.

Company profile

The Etxepare Basque Institute is a public institution whose main goal is to raise the profile of Basque culture around the world by promoting artistic events of excellence, supporting Basque artists and works abroad, and disseminating knowledge of Basque artistic heritage.

To achieve these objectives, the Basque Institute focuses on two courses of action. First, it manages grants for various artistic disciplines, such as audiovisual, dance, theatre, music, literature and visual arts. The purpose of this assistance is to facilitate the presence of Basque artists on the world stage. Second, the Institute develops activities that open windows to Basque culture in each discipline, organising and financing a variety of cultural events, including exhibitions, festivals, fairs, conferences and shows. One of the Institute’s most important activities for promoting the audiovisual sector abroad is the Basque Audiovisual stand at MIPTV and MIPCOM events.

The Etxepare Basque Institute also works in collaboration with the Basque Film Library to support international screening of audiovisual output produced in the Basque Country through consolidated programs such as Kimuak (short films).